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1- Saf et;z
1. I Notes on saf ety

Please read over carefulty the instructions contained herein before installation, and

use this control unit properly in the optirn:m method. Please store this instruction

in a safe place.

O In this section,safety notes are shoun under two categories;g"Warning" and

AW*nins - Although saf ety
not operate the
measurements is
working.
If not observed, injury may result.

Anl*nlng- Be extrenely cautions when handlins
the cutting tool.
If not observed, injury may result.

AW*nins - Keep away f rom blades, otherwise
injury may result.
If not observed, injury may resrlt.

AW*nins - Do not place a f lammable spray can,
such as insecticide or paint, near th
fan or apply such apray to the fan.
If not observed, fire may result.

cover is provided, d
unit when the safety
off or when it is no

A W*nings: If not observed, serious injr:ry may result.

A Curtions: If not observed, minor or moderate injury, or objective

may result.

Precautions in Handling



tGantions - Do not touch a switch with
If not observed. electric shock nay result.

a wet hand.

Cautions - Do not sprinkle water over the unit.
If not observed, electric shock or fire may result.

B

/i\*o.ron" -

A,*,rrron" -

Do not block the ventilator.
The overload may lead to a faulty condition.

Observe the capacity of the breaker
and fuse.
Do not substitute a fuse with wire or other obiects. This may cause fire.
If the breaker is down or fuse is melt ofben,contact your local sales agent.

/\*urron" -

r
i

'x\

:

E-

A*urron"- If you notice any abnormality(burnt
sme11, etc. ), stop the operation immedi-
ately, turn of f the switch and contact
your loca1 sales agent.
If you keep the operation with the presence of abnormality, faults, electric
shock or fire may result.

Do not stand or place any obiects on
the unit.
Injury may result due to falling dom.

Cautions - Bef ore cleaninB, ffiaintenance, or inspec-
tion, pu11 out the socket from the wa11
outlet and make sure that there is no
power supply.
If not observer, iniury or electric shock may result.
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A-caution" - Please consult your local sales aBe

for rePair'
Ifnotrepairedproperly,itmaycarrseelectricshockorfire.

A0autions - The measure attached to the unit is

f or ref erence 1>ur1>ose onlv', If You

need a I>recise measurement' use You

measuring! device'

Acautions'This unit is i
striPPinB the
other I>urtr>oses

ntended f or
wire. Using

or remodel

cutting a

the unit f
ins it is

value hiche

al lowed.
The overload my lead to a faulty condition'

Acaution"' Do not
than 6.

input a tr>ressure
5kct,/cnt.

Agautions - Do not damp the wire waste with the

ordinarY refuse'
Thewirewastewillemittoxicgaswhenbrrrnt.

A6uution" - Af ter processing, the
eiected from the left
Clear the left side of
l>rocessing so tt:at no

e s u I t'

wire will be
ro11er.

the unit bef
iniurY could

E

r

I

I

i



.A*urron"- The wire waste will be col
the strip waste box. When
f ul1, dispose of the.waste
specif ied method according
material.

lected in
the box is

i n the
to the

ts

^A w*nine. - A

l. 2 Precautions in Installation site

desk for the unit should be able to:
stand the weicht of the unit (Zgka) and
provide horizontal surf ace, and

.provide a suf f icient area f or the
unit (outer dimension: W45Onnr x D dOrun).

If not installed properly, injury due to falling doym of the unit, vibration
or excessive operation noise may result.

ACautions - Provide the
If not provided, electric

^A0autions - The vol
Always
c351.
If not observed, fire may result.

/frcautions - Always protect f rom exposure to
moisture (Rain, Spraying Water etc)

not observed, faults, electric shock or fire may result.

Acautions - Alwavs keep f ree f rom vibrations.
If not observed, faults or injury may result.

earth leakage breaker.
shock or fire may result.

tase i s AC1 1 0V or ACZZAV.
plug into a special socket for



2.Installation of CN_03

I nstal I strai

How to install:
Mount the CN-03

ts
by means of the

onto the machine

cap screv{ "A".

.)
-"'.)

o

#7'
6f

How to adiust:

0pen the CN-03 by pushing "a"

toward left. Pass the wire

through the

the CN-03 bv

risht. Then,

of adjusting

pulleys and close

pushing "b" toward

tighten it by means

screw'C'.

5



3. Name and function of components on front panel

Name of Components

(1) Left side knob for roller UPID0SN

(2) Richt side knob for roller UPIDOHN

(3) Left side roller gap adiustins dial

(a) Risht side roller gap adiustins dial

(5) Wire rod detection indicator lamp

(6) Left side roller pressure adiustment knob

(?) Risht side roller pressure adiustment knob

(8) Left upper roller
(9) Left lower roller

(10) Right loser roller
(11) Richt upper ro11er

(12) Cutter block

(13) Guide pipe

(14) Left side wire rod guide

(15) Rieht side wire rod guide

6



4. Explanation of each component on operation panel

(A) (D)

( L)

Name of Each Component

(A)Group of selector keYs

(G)

(1) Adjusting the front stripping lensth tF.S'l

(2) Adiusting the front half-stripping length [F'H'S']

(3) Adiustins the total wire lensth ILENGTH]

(4) Adiustins the rear half-strippins Length [R.lI.S.]

(5) Adiusting the rear stripping length [R. S. ]

(6) Adjusting the blade depth when stripping is to be made [BF]

(7) Adjusting the number of vire rods to be processed IPIECES]

(B)Group of Keys for entering numerical values (Ten-Kevs)'

For setting the numerical values using the digits [0] to [9].

U/.1 (1) flhen the Y value is to be set (See P.13) .

(2\ Shen mid-stripping is to be made (See P.21).

(3) Shen figures smaller than a deciml point are to be

set

(4) When the wire collecting function is activated(See P.20).

tsET] ... This shall be depressed when the current value is to be set.

(HX IXJ)

(E) (r)

AALI*a * 
IEEEI[EEI lJ,ffi
lEEElt""J "qq"q
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(C)Group of function keys
The current. number (quantity of wire rods to be processed)

will be reduced by -1.
Clear key.
Functions key (function calling key).
Key for displaying the total number of wire rods to be
processed.

l+]t-] ... The keys to increase or decrease by-1 point each when the
value of BF or the value of Y are to be changed. ts

[CE] with the [-1] beins depressed -
The current number of wire rods to be processed will be set
to 0.

[CE] with the [F] being depressed*
A11 the settings will be cleared and restored to 0.
(The T0TAL number will also be cleared to '0'.)

(D) P01{ER ... Power 0N/0FF switch button.
(E) START ... Start key (Start of work).
(F) ST0P Cycle Stop key (rrYork stop, alarm and error sounds stop)
(G) E. ST0P . .. E. Stop key (Emergency stop)

Cuttting length mode selector switch
Normal ... Irlhen the residual sheath is longer than 48.gnun.

Short .... IrThen the residual sheath is shorter than 4gmm.

Guide pipe selector switch
Standard
Thin wire

(J) Finish-alarm checking switch
Alarm 0N .... The alann sounds to notify the end of processing

all the set wire rods.
Alarm 0FF.... The alarm will not sound to notify the end of

processing all the set wire rods.

(K) Sensor-alarm checkine switch.
Sensor 0N .... The alarm will be sounded when the sensor detects

a wire rod.
The alarm will not be sounded when the sensor
detects a wire rod.

Sensor 0FF....

l-11

lcEl
IF]

ITOTAL]

(H)

(r)

il

B

/l

(L) Liquid crystal display panel
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5. How to switch on the power source.

A plug receptacle is arranged in parallel with the fuse on the loser si

of the rear face of the C35l main bodv'

Plug the accessory power cord innermost into the receptacle' (Attention

should be paid to the poser source voltage which is indicated thereon) '

houslng

. Type of power supply earting: IT(system which is not directlv earthed)

.rilhen the [P0UER] button on the operation panel is pressed dosn, the lamp

comes on with the power source being switched on. [ith the button being

depressed again, the power source is switched off'
The usual switching 0N/0FF of the power source sha1l be operated bv this

P0WER button.

(NgTE) A high-pitched tone will be heard when the polver is ssitched 0N.

This is an interrupted signal for the high frequency energy source

and can be disregarded.

I
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6. How to set up the processing conditions.

ts

If the wire rod in the above figure is to be processed, the setting

shal1 usually be made in the order from (1) through (7) of the selector

key group on the operation panel.

Cuttine (1)

length mode:

0ther suitches: (2)

Setting: (1)

The cutting length mode shall be set to SH0RT if the

sheath residual length should be of especially short

processing1ength,1essthan49mm,name1y,.'L''-(a+b)<

48.9mm, but the normal mode sha11 be used entirely when

the residual length should be longer than 48.9mm.

The guide pipe selector SW (thin wire standard

switch) shall usually be set to the standard position,

while the finish-alarm and sensor-alarm sha11 be set

to 0N.

et

First depress the "Front stripping lenSth set key".

As the "FR0l,lT STRIP" is indicated on the lower line on the

display panel, the desired lensth should be input from the

Ten keys. If the 'a' of the description "FR0NT STRIP'a'"

being displayed is correct, press ttre [SET] key, then the

front stripping length will be set.

Next, the "F. HALF-STRIP" which is an abbreviation of "Front

half-stripping" shal1 be handled, and the setting should be

made by inputting [0] + [SET] in this case.

10
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(3) "0VERALL LENGTH": This is the "L" size in the said figure.

The setting should be made by inputting the value in the same

way as above by using the nunerical keypad.

(4) "R. HALF-STRIP": The "0" should be [SET] in a similar manner

to step (2).

(5) "REAR STRIP": This shouls be [SET] after settiHe

(6) Setting the blade depth at the time of stripping.
Since the movement of the blade when cutting wire is set auto-

matically, it is not necessary to set it. Ilowever, when the

blade's stripping depth is not appropriate, it may not strip
the wire properly, damage the core wire, or cut off the wire

completely.

lYhen the blade setting is high, the blade depth will decrease.

(l{hen the setting is increased by 1 point, the blade depth will
decrease bv 0.0215m).

For a thicker wire, set the blade setting high.

lTire material thin €-thickness .--------_} thick

Setting low (.- setting > high

Cutter's move deep (- blade depth ---_> shallow

Damage to core wire
or core wire is cut
off

Stripping is not
possible

Stripping
range

11



Wire cross
section

Insulation cross
seLtion

The numerical value should be contin ued

to be made larger if any flaws should be

found with the core wire, and the value
shall be made smaller if the sheath can

not be stripped.
The optimum numerical value should be

selected and its numerical value ShoufO

be entered into memory.
blades

Guidance of rough values

sq. AITG Numerical value of cutter

0.08 #28 32- 39

0.3 #22 51- 59

0.75 #18 85 97

1.25 #i6 98 - 106

3.5 #12 t49 162

5.5 #10 190 - 205

The setting of a value
larger than 350 will
cause an error.

If this "Blade depth setting at time of stripping" key has been selected.
the change in this numerical value can be made larger or snaller by the
[+] or [-] tev in "Function keys group" (The thicker the uire rod, the
larger the figure becomes). Please refer to this Table which is refered
to in the test report of each c3bl machine you have purchased.

12
\
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Y The degree for
the blades to be

pushed back

0 0

1 0.02

2 0, 04

i> 0.06

4 0. 09

5 0. 1i

6 0. l3

7 0.15

10 0.22

If the blades have been set quite close to the core wire at this point,

and althoueh it maybe the optimrm setting, there is a fear of catching

the core wire when the sheath is stripped off'

In this case, the "A" in said figure, namelY, the gap between the blades

can be widened bv pressing the [Y/' ] kev' The blade value which has

already been set can be pushed back by the degree as shonn in the below

table.
ts

Y values (Unit: mm)

Y The degree for
the blades to be

pushed back

l5 0.32

20 0. 43

0. 54

30 0. 65

35 0.76

40 0. 86

45 0.97

50 1.08

55 1. 19

xThe blade gap will be increased by about 0.0216mm each according to

increase of Y value.

The degree for
the blades to be
pushed back

13



(7)Next,the number of wire rods to be processed shall be set up.

Select the key for the number of wire rods, input and set the
quantity in the same manner by using the nunerical keypad.

The wire rods can be set upto gg,999 pcs. maximum. 2 or 3

wires should be set when trial processing is to be made.

The settings of all the processing conditions can be input
in this way. s

' when the setting has been erroneous or is desired to be changed:

If there is any setting set properly or you wish to change, press

the select kev for that setting. Enter the desired value and press

lsrtl rer.
If [CE] is depressed, the selected value can be re-set
to "0" by use of the [SET] kev.

If the current number is desired to be set to "0':
Push ICEJ while keeping the [-1] key depressed.

If the current set number of wire rods is to be decreased by

several lengths only:

Push the [-1] kev in accordance with the desired reduction.

;
8

['dl

IrJ 't

\
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(Example ) Please follow the directions below with reference

to the accompanying diagram as an example of stri
Ping and semi-striPPing'

The data will not be secure until the I

button is depressed.
NOTE...

'.7O,I , Ls

Selector keY

lF. s.l

[F. H. s. ]

ILENGTH]

lR.II. s. l

lR. s.l

tBF]

Ten key

t3l

t0l

l7l to]

t31

t5l

Set

ts

ls

t4l tol [s

see P,11 on the Preceding Page).

IPIECES] t1] tO]

tBFl lY/.1 t8l

see P,13 above)

ISET}

Gl.F r++r
10 pcs. of O.2 s+

a,Depress the keYs in the order of

b,Depress the keYs in the order of

c, Depress the keYs in the order of

d,Depress the keYs in the order of

e,Depress the keYs in the order of

f,Depress the keYs in the order of
(For the numerical value,

g,Depress the keYs in the order of

h.Depress the keYs in the order of
(For the numerical value,

IIow to make an automatic setting:

i1 tCE) is pressed down while keeping [F] pressed' all the

displays uill be cleared to '0' I X T0TAL (the total number

of wire rods)which so far has been stored will also be el

to'0'.1, and (a) F.S. will lisht up' If a numerical value

should be set up, the tF.H.S'l in Step (b) will be auto-

matically lit up. Thereafter, the [BF] will be lit up if
settings are completed down to the number of wire rods in

Step(s). At this point, set up Y lStep(h)as described above]

L_

15



(8)Adjuptins the gap of left side roller.

Manipulate the the left side roller UplD0I[{ knob to pinch thewire rod which is desired to be processed and keep the knob atthe D (001{N) position (in the state for the roller }einglowered). Turn the roller gap dial on the mechanism block atthe front, and adjust the dial to the degree so that the wirerod desired to be processed can not be pulled out even bv 0ana.

Take care to set the width of the Sap depending on
the kind of wire used.

rilatrlat
a,t.l
i+

Wire desired to be

Tunn tho dial upward Wider- gap

processed

Adjustins the gap of right side roller: Left sade

In general the gap should preferably be set to its narrowestsetting. However, adjust the gap according to the kind ofwire rod (ie. If too narrow the wire may be crushed).

(9) Settins the wire rod.

Keep the risht side roller UplD0tilN knob to the U(Up) oo"rrron(in the state of the roller being lifted)
Be sure to manually insert the wire rod from the right sidewire rod Buide, right side roller, guide pipe and a bit tothe left of the blades (inserting it too far will cause anerror), then put the riCht side roller down.

Left sde rdb

16



(10)lYith the above procedures, the preparation has been complet

The wire rod will be processed if the [START] button is
pressed down.

Check the processed wire rod, and if it is found acceptable,
set the number of wire rods and enter regular processing.

Note: lThen the length of the aforementioned sheatE should be

shorter than 49mm, the cutting length mode switch shoul
be set to SH0RT, but in this case, there is no need for
adjusting the sensor gap. Turn the roller UP/DOWN knob
to set the left side roller to the U position, and star
the machine after putting only the rieht side roller
down.

X If the processed uire rods should be stacked on the left
side ro1ler, they should be processed after removing the
left side lower roller.

*tl/hat is short mode?

,20Ir-_.-d

_L3t l, 15 +1.2

Cutr'rj.ts

3J L ls JLz
Move the sheath to swing out the stripped sheath.

(21

To produce the stripped wire rod of...

(1)

(3)

... cut the sheath at this position.

Strip the sheath by 5mm

-b
Finish the process by cutting the rire rod.

17



7. How to set uF the processing for tube cuttins and cutting only.

Only the total length shall be input and the F. S. ,shall all be set to '0'.
Any numerical values are acceptable for BF and y.
and the sensor gap need to be adjusted.

8. 0n the pressure adjustment.

The pressure between upper and rower rorlers should be increased if thewire rod is especiarly stiff or in the case of the wire rod whose sheathis difficult to strip off. The pressure adjustment knobs rocated on bothsides tif the front panel should be pulled and turned. The greater thenumerical value is, the higher the pressure becomes.

Wire rod suide roller knob:
The wire rod euide roller is used to stably supply thewire rods during processing. pulling up the wir" sriO"roller knob lifts and opens theupper wire guide roller.

9. Setting error

In the followine cases, a "beeping,, sound will occur and result in anerror even if the [srARTj key is pressed down. After crearins the errorbv pressin* down the [sr,p] k"v, 
"heck 

to see if anv of the foll0wingapplicable causes should exist.

(1) The sheath lensth proves to be shorter than 4gmm after its processingin normal mode ..... To be changed to short mode.

(2) The sheath length proves to be longer than 4g. gnm after its processingin short mode ..... To be changed to normal mode.

(3) Iilhen the half-stripped length is l0nger than the stripped length . .. . .The result of a setting mistake.

(a) The total length is too 10ng (when it exceeds the length of g. gggnm).

(5) The F. S. is lonser than 41.gmm and the R. S. is longer than 47. gmm.

F.R.S. and F.H.S.

The number of wire rods

O k-'

.1vffi-

{

I
J

r

t\

8
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(6) When the roller speed (Fl) is set at 8 or g.

(7)Stren the cutter speed (F2) is set at 8 or g.

Hovever, if the preceeding processings are necessary, processing can
continued with [F] t5] t21 [SET] with no resard to said error.
However, attention must be paid to some processing which are not
necessarily acceptable.

(8) when the total of stripped lensbh values is longer than the total
length value ..... The result of a setting mistake.

(9) When the preset value of BF is too large,

1 O. l{hen a trial processing is simply desired:

Press the ISTART] kev yhile keeping ISTOP] key depressed.

. 6Omm

-

E
rl Smm+|+-

0nly a single wire rod can be processed as illustrated in the above figure
with no regard to the setting. If any core wire breakage should be found
as a result of trialing, set only the value of BF, then you can check it
easily before processing a long wire rod.

1 1. Horv to take the wires out after processing:

Turn knob for the roller UP/D0WN on the front panel, lift up the roller
and take the wires out.

k

19



2. Special modes of C3bl.

{t) Wire collection function
This function is used when, for exa,mple, a total proeessed quantity of3,000 wires is to be devided into r0 batches of 800 wires each.

(A) Settins: Total 8,000 wires to process, 10 batches of 300 vires each.

(B) procedure for (A).

1. Press the keys, t3l tOl tOl [0J and [srrJ i, order.
_ (Total processing number setting).

2. Press the [y/.] kev on the keypad (l?ire
The displav of pIECES/UNIT will be shown
display panel.

3. Input [3] t0] [0J from the keypad, then press the [SETJ kev.(lTire collection number settins)

/ 3 0 0 0 (Processing number)
Read it as "slash,.

The slash is shown on the left of the processing number displayedon the liquid crystal display panel.

Pressing ISTART] to begin processins.

I

ii

8

rdl

Start
processing

Stop processing Stop processing

collection calI-up).
on the liquid crystal

automatically
(Alarm)

automaticallly
(A1arm)

300pcs. 300pcs.

lsTARTl ISTARTJ or
lST0PJ [srARr]

Hovl to delete the wire collection
Press again the keys for IpIECES],
ISETJ in order, or [pIECESJ, tyi.j

300pcs.

ISTARTJ or
lsroP] [START]

setting:
t3l tol [ol [o] and
[0] and [SETJ in order.

20
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(Z) UiA-strinning function

}j;Y':'i.ng is 
1n 

arylicatiol of half-strippins processins using thet1.t'' l" processing is not possible sometimes if the wiru 
"o.u i; 

--
adhered strongly to by the insulation.

Procedure (Settins example) s

a,Depres,s the,keys , 
t"i;:;:i n"' 

tzl
the order of

b,Depress the keys in, tF.H.S.I
the order of

c,Depress the keys in TLENGTIII
the order of

d,Depress the keys in IR.H.S.l
the order of l

e,Depress the keys in tR.S.l
the order of

( tFl tb] [B] are set automatically. )

--{J:

+.,f Laq F. ss J l.e

Ten key

lel ty/.1 tY/.1 I4l

l5l

Iel to]

l0I

t6l

Set key

lsErI

ISET]

ISET]

ISET]

ISET]

21



1 4. Explanation of each command.

@TT (TEED SPEED), F2 (CYr SPEED)

If the speed for cutting or stripping 1" too fast at the time of proeess,the roller or the blades may become out of sync depending on the kind ofwire. In such a case, roller speed and cutting speed can be adjusted.

o t z z 4 b 6 T Bs 9NORMAL SLOW+
SPEED

. (g & g will work after error is cleared).

ORoller speed is changed by pressing the keys
IFI I1l t. I t. I [SETJ in order.

t- Roiler speed except stripping process
Roller speed during stripping process

@Cutting speed is changed by pressing the keys
tFI t21 t. I t. I ISETI in order.

L- Cutting speed except cutting process
Cutting sBeed during cutting process

XIt is also possible to process with input of only one digit.xthen the settin* 0f @ an6 @ is made, a "#' mark will be shown onthe displav panel. press Fr, Fz again if you sant confirmation ofthe settings.

(EXAMPLE ) tt ttre rollers become out of sync during stripping at thenormal speed {ie. The cutting process is done at a rolrer speed of *?,
and the stripping process needs to be done at a rorrer speed of ,,4- toavoid mis-synchronization) .

Previous Models: iF] t1l t4] tsEfj (cannot be adjusted for)c351: trl tll i4l l7l tsETl

Now C351 can process with a roller speed of "4, for stripping and rvitha roller speed of "7" for other processes.

23



OF3 (F. CORRECTION)

This is used to change BF at front & rear ends. The correction will be
done over,/below 50.

If the number is reduced to 49, 48 ..., cutting depth will become deeper
by 0.02mm respectively at the rear end.

If the number is increased to 51, 52 ..., cutting depth will become

shallower by 0.02mm respectively at the rear end. B

x If the value of correction is two digits, a "#" mark will be shown on
the display panel. Press F3 again if confirmation of the settings
is required.

OF5 (TEST MODE)

This is the command for error release, mid-stripping and twisting.

tFl t5l t.l I. ] [SET]
L lst disit

0 Normal

1 Test mode

2 Normal proeess I Errot release
3 Mid-stripping
4 Mid-stripping / Error release
5 Twisting for rear end

6 Twisting for front end

7 Twisting front & rear ends with same direction to
the cable twist

8 Twisting front & rear ends with opposite direction
to the cable twisting

2nd dieit
1 Error release
2 Test for step feed
3 Test for step feed / error release

xlnput of one dieit onlv is possible. The 2nd disit wilr be used for
releasing the twisting error, or step feeding to adjust the cutting
depth during the process time.
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(Uhat is the stepping feed?)

This is to make slisht and delicate adjustment of the BF value or the
value of K using the [+] & [-] keys by having the movement stopped when
the blade is closed to the BF or K value during proeess time.
(If slight adjustment ov [+] & [-] is made when the blade is closed to
the front end, it will be a correction of the front end on F3. )

X5-8 on twisting mode will be used only when the twisting unitshich is
specially developed for C351 is applied.

x If two disits are input, a "#" mark will be shown on the LCD.
Press F5 again if confirmation of settings is required.

OF6 (STRIP MODE)

0 Normal

1 Front end cut mode

2 Rear end cut mode

3 Front & rear ends cut mode

4 SluS removing front end

5 Slug removing front end / rear end cut mode

(Wtrat is cut mode? )

This is to cut the wire rods after half-stripping has been done.
Input of front and rear ends is done in the normal way, but the remaining
wire section (length mm) after mid-stripping must be added plus an ad-
ditional Zrun. If combined with twisting, a fine front end may be
obtained.

(ltlhat is slug removing front end ? )
This is to remove the slugs by the left side roller after front end front
half-stripping is done.
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@T7 (T]ilIST RATE)

,lhere are l0'steps'{frosr.0.,to'9,)..f,ec.t*isti*g,strength. 0 is ttle reakest.
,.,As.,t$ .numbe:. inereffies go..to,does' the tsisting strettgtfo. .

,

XThis is used srly with the tristiq unit for C351.
j: 

''

9
CI.Fs(F.B.:i:...:...::'...:..i.:..,::.:;::,-..'.:

,. , ,,-. ,;

This function is used at the,tire rhen Y values, at front and rear ends

are changed,.,,,Ihqt,,FE .i€ s*, .'it*:,roi{rs,for:;*ront.'end urly. Input" of two

digits will be:,shgsn, vit*r, a L#r rark:.btrrtbedi:sdlay:,

::,',' a::

' :1,

j lai :

k-..
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15. Memory function

Process conditions, except for the nunber.of pieces to be processed and
the mmber of pieces for wire collecting, will be oenorized for up to 200
different jobs (from No,0 to No, lg9)

(How to write data to merory )
OHave process conditions to be registered displayed on the panel.
@By pressins [F] and [Y/. ] , "MEMORY READ" sill be shosn, then lress

ISETJ so that "ME[|0RY fnITE" will be displayed on the panel.
@If loeati-on to be memorized under is No,l , for example, press [l]

[SET], then data displayed is memorized under No,l.

(How to recall )

OBy pressing [F] e lY/.1, "MElrgRY READ'will be shown on the panel.
@If the number to recall is "16", for example; press [1] [6] and ttre

data entered under No.16 is recalled.

(A11 Clear )
@After pressing the [F] key hold dorn the [CE] kev and continually

press ty/.1.
@llhen buzzer sounds three times, all clear (deletion) is completed.

i
I

1
i1

:\
EI

--
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1 6. Removal and Replacement of llearing Parts

Allways turn the illuminated 0N/0rF switch of the c351 to oFF prior to

carrying out any conversion, maintainance or inspection work on the

machine.

16-1. Replacement of guide pipe (See Fis' 1)

-Dismount Loosen screw A and Pu1l

out to this side.

Fix the suide PiPe so that

the knock pin is inserted

into the knock hole of the

suide pipe, and fasten

screw A.

-Mount

Fig. 1

16-2. Replacement of wire rod guide (See FiS.2)

-Dismount

-Mount

Loosen screw A and Pull
out to the right.

Fullv insert the wire rod

guide so that screw A fits
in the gtroove of the wire

rod guide. F;s. a
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16-3. Replacement of bladbs

-Remove screy A and the blade blo"ek.

Then gently pu1l out the blade

block horizontally as the knock

pin remains inserted. (See Fie.3)

-Remove screy, B and then the lorer blade. (See Fis.4)

Upps qitte

Fs. 4
-Remove scre* c, and pulI out the upper blade in the direction of the
blade. (See Fis.5).

-To mount the blade, first insert the upper blade into the upper blade
holder in reverse direction to the, arrovi as shown in Fis.5, and fix it
with screw C.

-Then completely insert the.lower blade into the lower blade holder, and

fix it with screw B.

t
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-After fitting the blade, confirm that
no dislocation can be found between the
upper and the lower blades a9 shown

in Fis.6.

-Mount the blade block while adjusting
the concave and convex of the coupling,
the pins, knock pin and knock hole to
fit exactly, and fasten screw A as shown

in Fig. 2. (See Fie. ?)

*Take utmost care in handling the blades.

Knock trole



I 7 . Maintenance and inspection

Allwavs turn the illuminated 0N/0FF switch of the C351 to OFF prior to
carrying out any conversion, maintainance or inspection work on the
machine.

BLADE BLoCX 
r

Remove screr A and pour grease

into hole A;

-Fasten screw tr.

*To prevent the blade block from

seizing, check that grease is
always supplied.

Make sure the blades are always lubricated to prevent them from jaoming,

i.e. occasional checks me necessary.

Dirt is the most comon cause of operating problems!
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1 B. Trouble shooting

l)The wire is not set
automatically.

Rollers do not rotate. It is set to the Short Mode. Change it to the Nor-
mal Mode. ( In Short
Mode. wir-e is not set
automatiEally. )

Set the left roller
DOIflN.

Set the clearance
uider. See P, 16
fAdjustins the gap of
left side rollerl

Turn 0N the sensor
alarm switch.

Set the clearance nar-
rower. See,16
fAdjusting the gap of
left side rollerl

Decrease cutting speed
See P,23

Replace blades with
nev one. See P,29

Norrow rieht side
roller gap.

Set the blade and Y

value to the appropri-
ate level.

Set functions 3 to
O SET.

Increase roller
pressure for right
side ro1ler. See P,18

Decrease stripping
speed.

Processing starts
immediately after the
start.

The wire is fed out
continuously.

2) Cannot cutting.

3) If no stripping at
front end can be made
or stripping results
are varied.

Left roller is UP.

Left side roller gap is too
narroT.

The sensor alarm switch is 0FF.

Left side roller gap is too ride
. (Ttre wire is not detected. )

Cutting speed too fast.

Blades are damaged or get
blunted.

Risht side roller gap is too
1arge.

Blade and Y value is too high.

Functions 3 is set to any value
other than 0.

Roller pressure for right side
ro11er is too weak.

Stripping speed too fast.

LL
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4) If no stripping at
rear end can be made
or stripping results
are varied.

5) Both ends are not
stripped.

6) Insutation, both front
and rear ends, and core
wire are damaged.

7) Core wire is damaged.

Blades are damaged or get
blunted.

Left side roller gap is too
large.

Blade and Y value is too hish.

Functions 3 is set to any value
other than 0.

Roller pressure for left side
roller is too weak.

Stripping speed too fast.

Blades are damaged or get
blunted.

Blade and Y value is too hish.

Semi-strip is set to any value
other than 0.

Blades are damaged or get
blunted.

Blade is not adiusted.
(After blade exchange. )

Roller gap is too narrrow.

Roller pressure for both sides
or either of them are too strong

Appropriate drive roller is not
chosen.

Setting value for BF and Y are
too small.

Replace blades with
new one. See P,29

Norrow left side
roller gap.

Set the blade and Y

value to the appropri-
ate level.

Set function"t 3 ,o
O SET.

Increase rol1er
pressure for left
side roller. See P,18

Decrease stripping
speed.

Replace blades with
nevr one. See P,29

Set the blade and Y

value to the appropri-
ate level.

Set the semi-strip to
O SET.

Replace blades with
ftew one. See P,29

See P,33 [Replacement
of bladesl

Enlarge the roller gap

. See P,16
Decrease roller
pressure. See P,18

Replace drive roller
with proper one.

Increace setting value
for BF and Y to
appropriate Point.
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B) Symbols such as ? , !

, (, ) are displayed
on the LED.

Guide pipe is not suited to the
wire size.

Stripped waste is attached to
the wire when cutting.

Malfunction due to noise cause
bv lishtening, static, etc.

In option, change the
wire guide and guide
pipe to the appropri-
ate size.

Set the semi-stripping
. (Air does not come

out. ) 0r set the semi-
stripping to 0 and use
the air solenoid valve\t
Press 1Pl tcEl simulta-
neously to clear the
data.

Provide protective
measures against
atatic electricity.
(Increase the humidity
in the room or connect
the end of the wire
and the processing
unit. )

X If you cannot find out the cause of error, decrease both cutting speed

and stripping speed so that you can check machine's motion by your eyes.

(IN CASE you CANNoT INPR0VE PROCESSING CoNDITI0N BY TIIE AB0VE PR0CEDURE, 0R

IN CASE CUTTER ERROR OR ME}IORY ERROR OCCURED)

There is a possibilitv that the error is caused by a static noise.
So pressing keys of [F] [CE] after the machine return to zero-position, all
data in the memory area and display panel can be cleared.
(The data which is stored by using memory function remains unchanged. )

Set process condition again and check processing resluts.

In case cutter error, blade error or memory error occures just when the machine
switches on (machine is returning to zero-Bosition), the above procedure cannot
be used since the machine has not retunred to zero-position yet-
In such a case. please note that the machine will most probably return to zero-
position if you keep on pushing the stop button while the error is appearing
Then, if the machine retunred to zero-position, try again to clear all data.
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19. List of main oPtional Parts

35
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nnrk figure name orden-No. I piece

A Guide pipe 2 0 07-007-A0 1

Guide pipe 3 0 07-007-80 1

Guide pipe 4 0 07-007-c0 1

Guide pipe 5 O 07-007-D0 1

Guide pipe 6 0 07-007-E0 1

Guide pipe 7 0 07-007-F0 1 standard

Guide pipe 8 0 07-007-G0 1

Guide pipe g 0 07-007-H0 1

Guidepipe 10o 07-007-I0 1

Guidepipe 110 07-007-J0 1

B Wire guide right 4 O 07-012-A0 1

llire guide ridrt 7 O 07-012-80 I

tilire euide right I 2 A 07-012-C0 1 standard

l)
*r
"!'7r
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rErk fisure order-No. I pc,/set I note

C Rol1er coarse rough 07-005-A0 lset 4pcs, =lset
standard

Roller comse fine 07-005-80 lset 4pcs, =lset

Roller sand shot 07-005-c0 lset 4pc,s, =lset

Roller polyurethane 07-005-D0 lset 4pcs, =lset

D Blade Ultra hard thick's 07-015-A0 lset 2pcs, =lset

Blade Ultra hard thin's 07-015-B0 lset Zpcs, =lset

Blade S 7 thick's 07-015-C0 lset 2pcs, =lset
standard

Blade S 7 thin's 07-015-D0 lset 2pcs, =lset

E l{ire gnide lefL 4 Q 07-013-F0 lpcs,

Itire guide left 7 0 07-013-D0 lpcs,

Ifire guide LefL L 2 Q 07-013-E0 1pcs, standard
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SPECIFICATIONS

Iteu Model c351

Model CAS Fu11y Automatic Type

Drive 3-axis control by the ste.pping pulse motors

Cutting lengbhs: Norma1 mode

Strort mode

49 nmr to 9999 rmr (Stardard)

49 nrm to 99999 nm (Nmenical values strich cil be
preset)

0. 1 rm to 48.9 nrn

Max. 0.8. to be cut 1l nmo

Stripping lengths Tip: 0.1 nn to 47.9 mn X(Standard)
Rear: 0.1 rm to 47.9 mn X(Standard)

0.1 rm to 999 rm (Nunrerical values which can be
preset)
Xlensth varies depending on the kinds of wire

rods.

Core wire size 0. 08 sq. to B sq. (AIIG 28 to B )

Cuttins allowance lTithin + (0.2 + 0.002 x L)rm (L=Cut lensth )

Consumed power

Power voltage
1001T(ltlhen the machine is stopped.) - MAX1701ry

l\C220Y +LA% 50/6AHz +l %

Size and weight I# 45&m x D 450rmr x H 243nrn, 28kc 0'fff)

Ambient air temperature +5"C - +40"C

Humiditv 3 A% N I5% (Non-Condensing)

Transportation and storage
temperature

-25"C - +55"C

Required illtmination 3 0 0 1ux or more

Noise level <70dB

FI

As of 0ct.lst, 1996.
XThe specifications a'e subject to change without any prior notice for the sake

of improvement.
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